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ABSTRACT With the rapid increase in the popularity of social networks, the propagation of rumors is

also increasing. Rumors can spread among thousands of users immediately without verification and can

cause serious damages. Recently, several research studies have been investigated to control online rumors

automatically by mining rich text available on the open network with deep learning techniques. In this paper,

we conducted a systematic literature review for rumor detection using deep neural network approaches.

A total of 108 studies were retrieved using manual research from five databases (IEEE Explore, Springer

Link, Science Direct, ACM Digital Library, and Google Scholar). The considered studies are then examined

in our systematic review to answer the seven research questions that we have formulated to deeply understand

the overall trends in the use of deep learning methods for rumor detection. Apart from this, our systematic

review also presents the challenges and issues that are faced by the researchers in this area and suggests

promising future research directions. Our review will be beneficial for researchers in this domain as it will

facilitate researchers’ comparison with the existing works due to the availability of a complete description of

the used performance matrices, dataset characteristics, and the deep learning model used per each work. Our

review will also assist researchers in finding the available annotated datasets that can be used as benchmarks

for comparing their new proposed approaches with the existing state-of-the-art works.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, rumor detection, systematic review, Twitter analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of social networking services has

rapidly increased. Such social media services constitute an

important source of information that can be used in various

events. In this paper, we are interested in analyzing informa-

tion collected from Twitter and Sina Weibo1 microblogging

websites.

In Twitter, users post and interact using tweets (also

known as post messages or status), which constitute content

units published on Twitter. Initially, when the service was

launched, users could only post tweets with a maximum

size of 140 characters, but later in 2017, Twitter decided to

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jihwan P. Choi .
1Often simply referred to as ’Weibo’.

extend the maximum size to 280 characters, which offers

more flexibility to users to express their opinions. Tweets

are composed of two main components: the content of the

tweet and the user who posted it. Other than tweets, Twitter

introduced the ‘‘hashtag’’ feature, which categorizes tweets

into topics making it easier for users to search and browse

tweets for similar content Wyrwoll [64].

SinaWeibo is the most popular and largest micro-blogging

website in China which was launched in late 2009. The

major differences between Sina Weibo and Twitter with

respect to the types of retweeted trending microblogs fol-

low from the fact that for Sina Weibo most of the trends

are created due to retweets of media content (such as

images, videos, jokes) whereas the trends on Twitter tend to

relate more with the current global events and news stories

Yang et al. [69].
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On Twitter, news can be shared without proper restric-

tion or verification leading to a propagation of unconfirmed

and unverified statements. Such fake news or rumors can

cause public panic and social disturbance. For example, on

April 23, 2013, a Twitter account named ‘‘Associated Press’’

falsely claimed that two explosions had occurred in theWhite

House and that President Obama was injured in the attack.

A few minutes later White House and ‘‘Associated Press’’

denied the news and announced that the ‘‘Associated Press’’

account has been hacked Chen et al. [12]. Similarly, another

fake news quoted in Li et al. [36] referred to a rumor spread on

March 15, 2011, claiming that the prices of salt will rapidly

increase after the shortage of salt due to the earthquake and

tsunami in Japan. This news triggered panic in people and

they started buying salt at high prices.

Vosoughi et al. [67] noted that false news is a type of

novel information that spreads faster than the truth. This is

because people are more likely to share novel information.

The extensive spread of rumors or fake news can have a

serious negative impact on the individuals and the society

such as:

— Rumors can affect the authenticity perception of the

news ecosystem leading to a general doubt about all

news on Twitter;

— Fake news can change theway people believe or respond

to real news;

— Rumors canmislead readers about various events or peo-

ple. For example, the belief of people on any political

party can change the results of the poll Shu et al. [54].

A. RUMOR: DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS

In the literature, there aremany definitions of rumor. At a very

high level, rumor refers to a piece of incorrect information

(Cai et al. [7]; Liang et al. [37].Wu et al. [63] defined a rumor

as an unconfirmed statement or false news that often carries

malicious information that is created intentionally or unin-

tentionally. Rumors can also be defined as ‘‘unverified and
instrumentally relevant information statements in circulation
that arise in contexts of ambiguity, danger or potential threat,
and that function to help people make sense and manage
risk’’ Difonzo and Bordia [17]. Oxford Dictionary defines a

rumor as ‘‘a currently circulating story or report of uncer-
tain or doubtful truth’’ (‘‘rumor,’’ n.d.).

Sunstein [56] defines the rumor as ‘‘claims of fact – about
people, groups, events and institutions – that have not been
shown to be true, but that move from one person to another
and hence have credibility not because direct evidence is
known to support them, but because other people seem to
believe them’’. Further discussions on the meaning of a

rumor or fake news are given in Cao et al. [8], where further
sub-categories of rumors such as objective rumor, general

rumor, and subjective rumor are introduced. According to

the definitions given in Cao et al. [8], an ‘objective rumor’

is strictly equivalent to verified fake information. Once the

tweet is confirmed as false by authoritative sources, then

it is labeled as a rumor. ‘General rumors’ are rumors hav-

ing unverified truth-values. Similarly, subjective rumors are

rumors that their truth-values are determined by the subjective

judgments of users.

Some prominent features of rumor propagation in different

social networking sites are as follows:

— Temporal properties of the rumor spread: according

to different social-psychologist theories, rumors can

only flourish for a short timeframe and are sometimes

spread intentionally to cover the absence of news from

the institutional channels Kwon et al. [33]. Such infor-
mation is labeled as rumor after interrogation.

— Structural properties of the rumors spread: a study on

gossips claimed that dense-network structures are less

vulnerable to social fragmentation. Kwon et al. [33]
cited a study on gossips which shows that gossips

spread more widely in sparse structures.

— Linguistic properties of the rumor spread: a study

on laboratory interviews proposed that rumors are

expected to be dominated by certain types of sentences

such as anxiety, uncertainty, and credulity and outcome

relevant involvement Kwon et al. [33].

From these points of view, rumors are a particular form

of misinformation2 that are characterized by two features.

First, the rumors are statements that lack specific stan-

dards of evidence. Secondly, rumors acquire their power

through widespread social transmission Berinsky [6]. Thus,

researchers have developed several applications for detecting

fake news on Twitter by combining automatic evaluation with

the crowd-sourcing annotationGupta et al. [23] . After auto-
matic evaluation, a credibility rate is assigned to each tweet by

the real-time Credibility Assessment System (TweetCred) as

illustrated in Figure 1. Apart from the automatic evaluation,

TweetCred also allows users to give their feedback about the

rating made by the system. The verified content of the fake

news is then labeled based on the aforementioned technique.

However, in this method, users are required to give their

feedback and human intervention is needed for the detection

of rumors.Moreover, the proposedmethod of rumor detection

can only be used to control the spread of false news during

propagation instead of detecting the rumor at an early stage.

B. RUMOR DETECTION PARADIGMS

Many rumor detection methods have been proposed in recent

years, and most of them are based on machine learning (ML)

techniques. The common challenge in most of these works is

related to feature extraction from a considered dataset. The

task of manual extraction of features requires a lot of time

and effort, with a limited efficiency in detecting rumors for

most of these works. Recently, deep neural networks have

been proposed to simplify the extraction of features and to

provide a strong ability for abstract representation learning

Li et al. [36]. According to Cao et al. [8], most of the

2We use the term ‘‘rumor detection’’ and ‘‘false/fake information detec-
tion’’ interchangeably.
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FIGURE 1. TweetCred assessment system Gupta et al. [23].

automatic rumor detection systems consider the problem of

rumor detection as a binary classification task and they may

be classified into one of the following three paradigms:

◦ Machine learning (ML) (in particular, handcrafted-
features-based ML) paradigm: They apply hand-crafted
features to describe the distribution of rumors in high

dimensional space. Feature engineering is a crucial

requirement for these approaches. These approaches

extract features from the textual as well as from visual

content based on which classifier is used to separate

hyperplane (Castillo et al. [9]; Jin et al. [27].
◦ Networking paradigm: In contrast to the ML paradigm,

the networking paradigm uses several heterogeneous

structural social networking features (such as the num-

ber of followers, the reply content, timestamp, etc.)

along with graph-based optimization methods to eval-

uate network credibility Jin et al. [27]; Jin et al. [28]).
◦ Deep learning (DL) paradigm: the approaches of

this group are used to learn and fuse multi-

modal features automatically. This paradigm, like the

ML paradigm, is based on learning from data; but

contrary to the handcrafted-features-based approach of

the ML paradigm, the DL paradigm does not require

any feature engineering since the classifier learns and

obtains the required feature during the training phase.

The DL paradigm offers many advantages including a

significant improvement in performance and the elimi-

nation of the cumbersome feature extraction process.

C. CONTRIBUTIONS

Our contributions with this paper are summarized as follows:

— This survey was conducted in a systematic manner

guided by the instructions mentioned in Keele [29].

The Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) methodol-

ogy aims to provide an assessment of a research subject

as fair as possible by being auditable and repeatable.

According to Keele [29], the overall purpose of the

SLR is to provide a complete list of all studies related to

a particular subject while relying on three phases: plan-

ning, conducting, and reporting the review. Accord-

ingly, we explain the strategy used for conducting this

survey in detail.

— Available datasets used by researchers to validate

their approaches in social networks are examined.

— Different architectures of DL for rumor detection

are investigated.

— Future research directions in the area of DL for

rumor detection are presented.
Since the amount of works that addressed the rumors detec-

tion task using the classical machine learning is huge, we limit

the current paper to address only works that used DL tech-

niques. Hence, this SLR is the first work that focuses on

employing DL techniques in the task of rumor detection.

D. RELATED SURVEYS

The characteristics of rumors have been studied in depth

in research surveys. Interested readers can find several

surveys that covered the rumor detection in social media

from different aspects Zubiaga et al. [73]; Cao et al. [8];
Kumar and Shah [32]; Zhou and Zafarani [71]. Although the

survey of Zubiaga et al. [73] presented a deeper overview

of the existing detection methods in the context of social

media, their work paid less attention to works based on

DL algorithms. In Cao et al. [8], the authors categorized

researchers’ efforts into three main paradigms: (i) machine-
learning based approaches, where the feature extraction is

the initial and necessary step to build robust classification

algorithms; (ii) propagation-based approaches, where the

rumors are observed by mining relations among entities; and

(iii) neural network based approaches.
Kumar and Shah [32] presented a comprehensive survey

highlighting how an actor is involved in spreading false infor-

mation as well as how algorithms are developed to detect false

information. Zhou and Zafarani (2018) highlighted some

potential characteristics of fake news while also employing

DLmethods for detection. In summary, most of the published

surveys focus generally on rumor detection without focusing

on howDL techniques may be employed for rumor detection.

In the current paper, we will present a systematic literature

review exploring the most important works related to rumor

detection on microblogging such as Twitter and Weibo using

only the DL techniques. The proposed survey will also focus

on public datasets used in the studied works. Table 1 depicts

existing surveys on rumor detection over social media.

E. PAPER ORGANIZATION

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

a general overview of DL-based methods and architectures.

Section 3 details our systematic literature review (SLR)

methodology. Section 4 depicts an analysis of the considered

studies. Section 5 examines the different architectures of DL

used in rumor detection. Section 6 covers the challenges and

open issues identified by our survey. Finally, the paper is

concluded in Section 7.

II. DEEP LEARNING

The general structure of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

is loosely inspired by the way the human brain works.
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TABLE 1. Existing surveys on rumor detection for social media.

ANN represents a computational system consisting of sev-

eral simple interconnected processes, which aims to solve

problems through intensive learning of a large set of training

data. The network receives a number of inputs and produces

outputs as a network of nodes arranged in layers with con-

nections and weights. The way the nodes are connected and

layered defines the architecture of the ANN Grekousis [21].

Usually, an ANN consists of one input layer, one output

layer, and one or more layers (called hidden layers) existing

between them. The number of hidden layers, connections,

and nodes in an ANN architecture are designed according to

the complexity of the training data—the more complex the

data, the more likely that several additional hidden layers are

needed (Grekousis 2019).

Today, deep learning (DL) is very popular in the

ML research community due to its superior perfor-

mance compared to traditional ML in several domains

Schmidhuber [53]. DL algorithms belong to the field of ML

and more precisely refer to the class of ANNs with many

hidden layers. DL methods are characterized by their

FIGURE 2. AE architecture.

different levels of representation and abstraction to help

to make sense of data Deng and Yu [15]. DL algorithms

have been introduced into several domains such as natu-

ral language processing Collobert and Weston [14], visual

data processing Wehrmann et al. [61], speech processing

Huang et al. [25], audio processing (Lee et al. [35], and
social network analysis Deng et al. [16]. In the literature,

several models have been proposed including autoencoder

(AE), restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), deep belief

network (DBN), convolutional neural network (CNN), recur-

rent neural network (RNN), and long short-term memory

(LSTM). Interested readers are referred to a more detailed

survey of DL algorithms and applications for further reading

Pouyanfar et al. [48].

A. AUTOENCODER

Autoencoder (AE) is a DL method that is used to learn

features from input data by minimizing the reconstruction

error between the input data at the encoding layer and its

reconstruction at the decoding layer Vincent et al. [25].
This ensures the learning of important features from data

in an unsupervised manner. During the learning process,

the encoder maps the data from the input layer to the hidden

layer using an encoding function.Then, the decoder maps

the encoded values from the hidden layer to the output

layer using another decoding function. Figure 2 describes the

general architecture of AE. Several types of AE have been

proposed—some important types of AE include undercom-

plete AE, sparse AE, denoising AE, contractive AE, stacked

denoising AE, and deep AE.

B. RESTRICTED BOLTZMANN MACHINE

Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is a generative

stochastic neural network, which has two layers of units as

shown in Figure 3. The first layer is composed of visible

units, whereas the second one is composed of hidden units

Salakhutdinov and Hinton [52]. In this type of DL method,

the restriction is that there are no connections between the

units in a layer; however, a pair of nodes from two different
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FIGURE 3. RBM architecture.

FIGURE 4. DBN architecture.

layers may have a symmetric connection. Units in the first

layer represent the observation components whereas units

in the hidden layers represent dependencies between obser-

vation components. In our context, visible units are text in

tweets and hidden units represent dependency between words

in the tweets’ text. Figure 3 presents the RBM architecture.

C. DEEP BELIEF NETWORK

Deep Belief Network (DBN) is a generative graphical neural

network. It is a multi-layer learning architecture with connec-

tions between the layers but not between units within each

layer. It is composed of several layers of RBM to ensure the

pre-training of the model and then uses a feed-forward net-

work during the training step Hinton et al. [24]. DBN uses the

stack of RBM to extract the hierarchical representation of the

training data. The learning process starts by training the RBM

using the input data. Then, the output of the first step is used to

obtain a representation for the second layer. The second layer

is trained using the RBM with the transformed data taken as

input. This process is iterated for the desired number of layers

to tune all parameters of the DBN architecture with respect

to a training criterion. Figure 4 depicts the architecture of

the DBN.

D. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is an unsupervised

multilayer feed-forward neural network. It is composed

of three stages: namely, convolution, nonlinearity, and

FIGURE 5. CNN architecture.

FIGURE 6. RNN architecture.

pooling Kim [31]. Figure 5 describes the three stages of the

CNN architecture.

— Convolution: at this stage, a convolutionmathematical-

based operation is applied to the input. This operation

aims to extract features (called feature maps) from the

input and then to pass the result to the next layer.

— Nonlinearity: the goal of this stage is to include non-

linear properties to the network by using a nonlinearity

operation such as Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu).

— Pooling: the main purpose of this stage is to reduce

the dimensionality of the feature maps by applying a

function such as max pooling or average pooling.

E. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a non-linear adaptive

DL network that utilizes a set of sequential information to

train the network. In this type of model, connections between

nodes form a directed graph along a temporal sequence,

which makes it applicable to many domains such as natural

language processing, machine translation, video tagging, and

speech processing Cho et al. 2014. Unlike the feedforward

network, the RNN uses recurrent connections to link neu-

rons in the model. It is distinguished by a feedback-loop

mechanism to remember past decisions, which is considered

as a short-period memory storage. RNN process starts by

applying the first hidden layer to input data received by input

layers. Then, activations collected by hidden layers are sent

to successive hidden layers to produce the output. In the RNN

model, each hidden layer is characterized by a weight and a

bias. Figure 6 depicts the RNN architecture.

F. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) uses feedback connec-

tions to process an entire sequence of data. It is used in many
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FIGURE 7. LSTM architecture.

fields such as remote sensing, speech and video processing,

and handwriting recognition Palangi et al. [74] 2016. Appli-
cations of LSTM cover classification, processing, recog-

nition, and prediction based on time series data. Figure 7

describes the architecture of LSTM memory cell. The input

of a cell in the LSTM network is a variable xt and the previous
cell output ht−1. In addition, LSTM cell has three regulators

named input gate, output gate, and a forget gate. The input
gate decides which values will be updated. The forget gate
decides which information is to be discarded based on a

sigmoid layer. The output gate controls the information that

is not used at the current time but can be useful in the next

steps. These three gates are recurrent and are used to organize

information to be saved or discarded.

III. REVIEW METHODOLOGY

The systematic review methodology conducted in this survey

follows the instructions mentioned in (Keele 2007). This

section is divided into four sub-sections: the first focusing

on the development of the review protocol (Section 3.1);

the second on the research questions (Section 3.2); the third

on the source of information (Section 3.3), and finally on the

selection criteria (Section 3.4).

A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE REVIEW PROTOCOL

The first step to conduct this review is to search for relevant

research studies in several digital libraries and databases. The

number of selected studies is then reduced by applying the

inclusion and exclusion criteria. After this, a set of research

questions is formulated to thoroughly conduct the proposed

study.

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The proposed systematic review aims to deeply analyze how

rumor detection systems benefit from applying DL tech-

niques. It also presents a set of tools used to extract data from

Twitter and lists the available public datasets used to perform

rumor detection.

TABLE 2. Questions considered in our systematic review.

Table 2 presents a set of research questions that are used to

conduct a systematic literature review.

C. SOURCE OF INFORMATION

To conduct our systematic literature review, the following

digital libraries and datasets have been selected:

— IEEE Explore (www.ieeexplore.ieee.org)

— Springer Link (www.springerlink.com)

— Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com)

— ACM Digital Library (https://dl.acm.org)

— Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com)

The search keywords used to find relevant studies

were ‘‘Rumor detection’’ OR ‘‘Fake information’’ AND

‘‘Deep Learning’’ OR ‘‘Deep Neural Networks’’ OR

[name_of_DL_method]. Resulting papers after the search

step involve both rumor detection and DL. A preliminary

step is needed to remove redundant papers. Details about the

number of resulting papers are reported in Table 3.

In addition, 11 works are identified through the references’

list and ‘‘cited by’’ searching.

D. SELECTION CRITERIA

Due to a large number of studies that have been founded,

we defined a number of restriction criteria to select relevant

papers for our survey. These criteria are divided into inclusion

and exclusion criteria.

3We include papers through Google Scholar only when they are not found
by the other identified digital libraries.
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TABLE 3. Number of returned articles.

FIGURE 8. Machine learning vs. deep learning for rumor detection
(Google trends4).

The inclusion criteria is described as follows:

— The literature review covers the period from

2015-2019. This is due to the substantial consideration

accorded to DL during the last five years by the

research community after the phenomenal progress

made by DL in many fields. Figure 8 shows world-

wide current research trends in ML domain versus

DL domain for social networking analysis. It can be

observed that the use of classical ML methods is also

common (depicted in red color on Fig. 8) compared to

the use of DL, with a notable change in trends starting

in 2015.

— The included studies in this systematic review are lim-

ited to those works written in English.

— Only studies conducted on Twitter as well as similar

microblogs like Sina Weibo are considered. If a study

is found in more than one journal or conference pro-

ceedings, then the most complete version of the study

is included.

In terms of the exclusion criteria, we eliminated studies that

are not related to the research questions listed earlier as well

as duplicated works or papers published before 2015. Manual

screening of the title and abstracts according to the exclusion

criteria resulted in the exclusion of 80 studies. In addition,

a manual review of the content of remaining studies was

performed resulting in 25 related studies. Figure 9 illus-

trates the procedure for searching for the relevant studies for

our SLR.

IV. ANALYSIS OF CONSIDERED STUDIES

This section aims to identify and analyze the resulting rele-

vant papers and provide answers to questions listed in Table 2.

4https://trends.google.com. Last access [Jul 13, 2019, 11:20 PM]

FIGURE 9. Procedure for searching relevant papers.

FIGURE 10. Publications per year.

To answer the question RQ1, the year-wise status and the

nature of the sources of publication have been explored as

follows:

— Figure 10 shows the number of studies published

between 2015 and July 2019. As we can see, there has

been a large number of recently published studies due

to the increased interest in DL rather than traditional

ML for detecting rumors and fake news.

A deeper analysis of the considered studies reveals:

◦ A continuously growing body of research related to

rumor detection on microblogging platforms over the

last 5 years.

◦ Figure 11 indicates the number of studies per country.

The majority of works were from China with 14 pub-

lished papers, followed by researchers from America

with 4 papers, Australia with 2 papers, while we found

only one study from Canada, India, Singapore, Ger-

many, and UK.5 This implies that the researchers from

China, and USA have been paying more attention to the

study of rumors proliferation via social media platforms

and to the various mitigation strategies that may be

adopted.

◦ 72% of the considered studies were published in con-

ference proceedings whereas 28% in journals. As we

note, the percentage of publications in conferences is

greater than the percentage of publications in journals.

This can be justified because DL is still not sufficiently

familiar in the field of rumor detection. Table 4 presents

5Amount of publications per country is computed based on the affiliation
of the first author.
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TABLE 4. Classification of type of publication for the selected papers. (citation data via google scholar, checked On July 17, 2019.)

FIGURE 11. Publications per country.

a classification of selected papers according to the

type of publication ordered according to the year of

publication.

To answer the research question RQ2, we analyze

the 25 selected papers in terms of the fields specified

in Table 5.

The citation count is an important feature that reflects

the quality of the published research study. Table 6 shows

that approximately 32% of published research studies have a

TABLE 5. Information analyzed in the considered papers.

TABLE 6. Number of citations for the considered papers over 2015–2019.

large audience where the citation count exceeds 15 citations

(number of citations is computed based on Google Scholar

on July 17, 2019). The highest cited study was the work done

by Wang et al. [60] which has 163 citations followed by the

work of Ma et al. [43] with 148 where Ruchansky et al. [50]
and Volkova et al. [66] works have 77 and 56 citations,

respectively.
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TABLE 7. Available datasets for rumors detection task.

V. DEEP LEARNING IN RUMOR DETECTION

The study of the considered studies shows that different DL

models, frameworks and approaches are proposed for rumor

detection. Each study has tested its proposed approach on

different datasets to ensure the reliability and credibility of

their study. In the following sections, we start by reviewing

the most commonly used real-world datasets for the task

of rumor detection (a complete list is shown in Table 7).

Thereafter, we focus specifically on the datasets used in the

considered studies.

A. AVAILABLE PUBLIC DATASET

In this section, we present five datasets namely (1) PHEME;

(2) Kaggle; (3) Newly Emerged Rumors; (4) Liberia - Ebola

2015, and (5) Credibility Corpus. (The details of these

datasets including download details can be seen in Table 7).

1) PHEME DATASET

The PHEME is a public dataset, which is made by

Zubiaga et al. (2016). The dataset is harvested fromTwitter by

crawling tweets using the Twitter streamingAPIs. The dataset

152796 VOLUME 7, 2019
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contains both rumors and non-rumors tweets posted during

breaking news. According to Zubiaga et al. (2016), breaking

news items are categorized into five groups based on the news

event as follows:

— Ottawa shooting, which occurred on Ottawa’s Parlia-

ment Hill in Canada on October 22, 2014.

— Charlie Hebdo shooting, which occurred on the offices

of the French satirical weekly newspaper Charlie

Hebdo in Paris on January 7, 2015.

— Sydney siege, which occurred in Lindt chocolate

cafe, located at Martin Place in Sydney, Australia,

on December 15, 2014.

— Ferguson unrest when citizens of Ferguson in Michi-

gan, USA, protested on August 9, 2014.

— Germanwings plane from Barcelona to Düsseldorf

crashed in the French Alps on March 24, 2015

The dataset contains, for all five events, 5,802 annotated

tweets of which 1,972 were rumors and 3,830 non-rumors.

For each event, the authors grouped the related tweets in one

directory with two subfolders: a subfolder containing rumors’

tweets and the other containing non-rumor s’ tweets. Both

the folders have subfolders named with a tweet ID. The tweet

itself can be found on the ’source-tweet’ directory of the tweet

in question, and the directory ’reactions’ has the set of tweets

responding to that source tweet.

2) KAGGLE DATASET

The dataset is available in comma-separated values (CSV)

format and consists of three files containing a collection of

webpages cited separately in Snopes.com,6 Emergent.info,7

and Politifact.com.8 Researchers can conduct multi-labels

classification task easily due to the well-organized structure

of the dataset, which is presented as follows:

— Snopes dataset is 16.9k x 12; where the class labels

of the rumor assigned by Snopes.com editors are true,
false, mfalse (mostly false), mtrue (mostly true), mix-
ture, or unverified.

— Emergent dataset is 2145 x 15; where the class labels

of rumors assigned by emergent.inf editors are true,
false, or unverified.

— Politifact dataset is 2932 x 12; where the class labels

of the rumor assigned by politifact.com editors are

true, mostly-true, half-true, barely_true, mostly-false,
false, or pants-fire (‘‘pants on fire’’).

3) NEWLY EMERGED RUMORS ON TWITTER

The newly emerged rumors dataset is a collection of rumors

that rise and fall in a short time. The collection consists

of 12 different datasets. The datasets allow researchers to

conduct the rumor classification task as well as the rumor

tracking task. The class labels of rumor assigned by editors

are true, anti-rumor, a question about the rumor, and post

6https://www.snopes.com/
7http://www.emergent.info/
8https://www.politifact.com/

not related to the rumor (even though it contains the queries

related to the rumor, but does not refer to the rumor).

4) LIBERIA - EBOLA 2015

Ebola-2015 is a collection of rumors occurred during the

Ebola crisis in Liberia. The data was collected via mobile

phones by a network of Community Health Workers (CHW)

and journalists in Liberia between March and Septem-

ber 2015. The data is organized in a way allowing the

researchers to conduct a rumor tracking task as well as a

rumor detection task.

5) CREDIBILITY CORPUS

The corpus consists of datasets containing information that

occurred on social media written in French and English.

These datasets are made by crawling the microblogging plat-

form Twitter as well as from the web documents. The corpus

consists of: (i) one corpus describing texts from the web

database about rumors and disinformation; (ii) four corpora
from Twitter about specific rumors (two each in English and

French); (iii) four corpora from Twitter (two each in English

and French); and (iv) four corpora from Twitter about specific
rumors (two each in English and French). The size of the

corpus and the amount of collected rumors differ from one

corpus to another; however, they share a common column

‘‘rumor indicator’’ with value 1 (is a rumor) or −1 (not a

rumor).

B. DATASETS USED IN RESEARCH STUDIES

In this section, we detail the datasets used in the considered

papers to track rumors using DL methods.

1) LIAR DATASET

The LIAR dataset is a well-balanced benchmark dataset,

which includes 12.8K human-labelled short statements from

POLITIFACT.COM’s API Wang [59]. The used class label

for the truthfulness ratings in the dataset is fine-grained and

each statement is categorized into six groups: pants-fire, false,

barelytrue, half-true, mostly-true, and true. Figure 12 presents

an excerpt from the LIAR datasets listed in Wang [59].

In K6 and K12, an annotated dataset comprising

about 12.8K annotated short statements with six fine-grained

classes and the information about the authorization source is

used. Statements are reported from 2007 to 2016. To enhance

the quality of the dataset, Roy et al. [57] suggested adding

more labelled data as well as the actual statements of the

speaker to train the model more accurately. They also rec-

ommended using semi-supervised or active learning models

for solving such a task. Tracing the actual statements and the

information of a speaker’s count history of lies leads to get a

better understanding of the patterns of the speaker’s behavior

while making a statement.

9Last access [13/07/19 at 10:07 AM].
10Dataset_R1 (only)
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FIGURE 12. An excerpt from LIAR dataset Wang [60].

2) PHEME DATASET

Although the PHEME dataset is a benchmark dataset for

stance detection, authors ofK1,K2 andK11 used it to exper-

iment on the rumor detection task. In K11, approximately

5800 tweets centered on five rumors stories collected and

annotated within the journalism use-case of the project are

used. The dataset contains also twitter conversations, which

are initiated by fake news. The conversations include tweets

and responses of the public on the false news. The dataset

contains 330 conversational threads out of which 297 are in

English and 33 are German. In K1, Alkhodair et al. [1] used
the PHEME dataset to train the baseline classifiers as well

as to check the performance of the proposed LSTM model.

They also found that the different feature engineering yields

different results per each event of PHEME dataset. In K2,

the dataset is balanced and the claims with less than 10 tweets

are filtered out which did not make in the other works that

used PHEME dataset.

3) TWITTER AND WEIBO DATASET

Instead of using available datasets, some researchers prefer

to use and collect their own datasets. Social networking

like Twitter and Sina Weibo make sample data available to

researchers through their APIs Lomborg and Bechmann [39].

Authors of papers K2, K4, K8, K13, K18, K23, and K24

tested their approaches on available Twitter dataset or Sina

Weibo dataset as is without any preparation, whilst others

such inK5,K9,K10 andK25made some filtration or enrich

the dataset to conform an acceptable class balancing. The

Twitter dataset contains 498 rumors, which are collected

using different keywords extracted from the real-time rumor-

debunking website namely Snopes.com. This dataset also

contains 494 non-rumors events, while, Weibo dataset con-

tains 2,313 rumors and 2,351 non-rumors events—for more

details, interested readers are referred to Ma et al. [44].
In K10, Wang et al. [58]used the dataset collected by

Boididou et al. for the Verifying Multimedia Use task that

takes place as part of the 2015 MediaEval Benchmark

Boididou et al. [5]. The data is coming from Twitter as

well as from Weibo. The dataset, which is collected from

Twitter, is used for detecting fake content. For this purpose,

the authors kept textual content as well as the image/video

attached with the tweets. Tweets without any text or image are

removed. The Weibo dataset is collected from authoritative

news sources of China from May 2012 to January 2016

Jin et al. [26]. To enhance the quality of the dataset,

the authors followed the preprocessing steps described in

(Ma et al. [43]; Wu et al. [63], which also involved removing

duplicated and low-quality images.

In K3, K7 and K12, the authors preferred to collect and

construct their own corpus. Although this approach is accept-

able in the research community, there is no guarantee that

the quality of constructed corpus is high and later this will

complicate the comparison made by other researchers. InK7,

Li et al. [36] made their dataset by obtaining a set of known

rumors from Weibo through Weibo APIs. The dataset has

the same number of related microblogs to ensure the balance

of the dataset. Accordingly, the dataset contains the same

number of rumors and non-rumors events. InK12, the dataset

comprises about 40K microblogs that are approximately bal-

anced: 9600 true information, 8000 rumors, 8000 biases,

8000 fake news, and 8000 spams.

Another interesting dataset obtained by Weibo APIs is

found in K19. Jin et al. [26] built their corpus by attached to

the original tweet text the images and available surrounding

social contexts from the rumor and non-rumor sources. At the

end, the corpus contains about 40k tweets with images.

4) NEWS ARTICLES’ DATASET

To test their proposed framework on both real news articles

and corresponding user responses, Qian et al. [49] in K14

conduct experiments on Weibo dataset Ma et al. [44] as well
as a dataset of news articles, which contains an average length

of 950 words.

In K20, Nguyen et al. [46] constructed their dataset by

tracking stories from online rumors tracking websites such as

snopes.com and urbanlegends.about.com using the same pro-

cess of dataset construction as proposed by Gupta et al. [23].
In total, Nguyen et al. [46] crawled 4300 stories, includ-

ing 270 rumors with high impact. For non-rumor events,

authors used a corpus made by McMinn et al. [45],

which covers around 500 real-world events occurred from

October 10, 2012, to November 7, 2012. The used corpus

is verified manually by the authors. Only the events with

the highest number of tweets are kept resulting in a corpus

comprising only 230 events. Later another 40 news events

happened around the time of rumors are added.

In K21, Volkova et al. [66]relied on several public

resources to check Twitter accounts of suspicious news as

well as their corresponding websites. In total, the dataset

comprises 174 suspicious news accounts. Table 8 summarizes

the datasets used in the considered studies.

5) OTHERS (RUMOR TRACKING WEBSITES)

In K9, Ma et al. [42] crawled stories posted until

March 2015 from two existing rumor-tracking websites,

namely snopes.com and emergent.info. As a result, the

authors collected 2,299 stories, then, stories that were either
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TABLE 8. Datasets used in the selected research studies.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Datasets used in the selected research studies.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Datasets used in the selected research studies.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Datasets used in the selected research studies.
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FIGURE 13. Distribution of dataset types used in considered studies.

not ‘newsworthy’ or that did not have an explicit confirmation

of veracity are eliminated. The final dataset consists of 94 true

and 446 false stories.

In K17, Chen et al. [12] used two public datasets

Kwon et al. [33]; Castillo et al. [9], and their own dataset

containing 498 rumors collected by using keywords extracted

from verified fake news published on Snopes.com.

6) CONCLUSION

To answer the question RQ3, the section above provides

detailed information about the existing datasets that are

intensively used for conducting rumors detection task.

Figure 13 shows that, besides, the available publicly datasets

(56%), some researchers prefer creating their own datasets

by crawling Twitter or Weibo microblogs (22%). 26% of

researchers use public PHEME dataset and LIAR datasets;

however, these datasets are, generally, used as benchmarks

for comparing their proposed approaches. We refer this to the

high quality of annotation inter-agreement ratio of PHEME

and LAIR datasets. In 13% of cases, researches propose to

use news articles’ datasets and in 9% use rumor tracking

websites.

C. DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUES

This section is devoted to answering the research questions

RQ4 and RQ5. Thus, we start by highlighting the purpose

of using DL in rumor detection. Then, we detail the key

difference between DL and conventional machine learning

techniques. After that, we present the distribution of DL

techniques for the rumor detection task. Finally, we provide

a general discussion and the main findings obtained from the

considered studies.

1) PURPOSE OF USING DL

Compared to conventional ML classifiers (e.g., Naïve Bayes,

SVM, Decision Trees), DL performs computations with mul-

tiple processing layers for learning data representations with

multiple levels of abstraction without feature engineering

(Lecun et al. [34] In contrast, conventional ML classifiers

are dependent on feature engineering, which is usually time-

consuming and labor-intensive. The research community,

FIGURE 14. Classical machine learning vs. deep learning.

FIGURE 15. Distribution of DL architectures for the considered studies.

therefore, has become more interested in using DL for detect-

ing rumors to avoid the encumbrance of using handcrafted

features. In addition, DL can capture more hiddenmeaningful

features comparing to classical machine learning methods

(Nguyen et al. 2017). A flowchart illustrating how classicML

and DL relate to each other within different AI disciplines is

shown in Figure 14 (Source: Bengio et al. [4], with the shaded
boxes indicating components that can learn from data.

2) DEEP LEARNING ON RUMOR DETECTION FIELD

To answer the question RQ4, we start by reviewing the

DL methods applied in the research studies and their archi-

tecture, libraries and tools, and performance metrics. Then,

we present general discussion and the main findings obtained

from the selected studies. Table 9 summarizes the DL archi-

tecture of the proposed rumors detection systems found in the

considered research studies. It also identifies the used frame-

works, tools, and libraries, and the performance obtained after

applying the DL method.

Figure 15 helps to answer the research question RQ4.

It shows that researchers mostly prefer to use an RNN archi-

tecture (56%) for rumor detection. The CNN architecture also

gains good attention with (13%). Although pure CNN or pure

RNN shows good performances in fields such as text clas-

sification Zhou et al. [72], researchers tend to combine it

with other architectures for rumor detection to empower the

training process. The combination of RNN-CNN comes next

in popularity (22%) and then CNN-RNN (9%). In contrast,

we noted that AE, DBN and RBM architecture are missing in

any research studies.
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TABLE 9. Summary about dl architectures, tools/libraries and performance matrices used in research studies.
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TABLE 9. (Continued.) Summary about dl architectures, tools/libraries and performance matrices used in research studies.
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TABLE 9. (Continued.) Summary about dl architectures, tools/libraries and performance matrices used in research studies.
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TABLE 9. (Continued.) Summary about dl architectures, tools/libraries and performance matrices used in research studies.
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As we can note, although applying LSTM model yields a

satisfactory result in most studies, the results are significantly

improved when it is combined with CNN as presented inK5.

It is better to train word embedding on the dataset itself rather

than using a pre-trained model especially when the domain is

far away from the original domain of the pre-trained model.

In K10 and K21, the accuracies of the DL models are

the same. However, when the pre-trained word embedding

model is applied in K6, we noted a significant difference in

accuracies of the DL models.

a: EARLY DETECTION OF RUMORS

An automated debunking of false news at the stage of

diffusion is named early rumor detection. Identification of

trending rumors requires efficient models that can capture

large-range dependencies among posts and produce distinct

representations for accurate detection. This is difficult to

handle using traditional ML approaches since these models

are trained based on specific-event features, making them fail

when transferred to unseen events Wang et al. [59]).
Recently, several early-rumor-detection models using

DL have been proposed:

— In K8, Chen et al. [11] proposed an RNN-based

deep attention model called CallAtRumor. This model

learns the temporal hidden representation of sequential

posts for rumor identification. CallAtRumor attempts

to find distinct features by learning latent representa-

tion from sequential tweets. Then, it produces a hidden

representation that captures the contextual variation of

relevant tweets over time. CallAtRumor is also capable

of dealing with duplicate data. The results of this study

are compared with five state-of-the-art rumor detection

approaches to illustrate that the proposed approach is

sensitive to distinguishable words.

— InK10, Wang et al. [59] proposed an EANN frame-

work for new rumors’ detection that can identify false

information based on multi-modal features. CNN was

used to extract textual features, while a pre-trained

VGG19 neural network was used to efficiently extract

visual features (see Table 10). The proposed model

learned invariant-event features so that it can detect

newly emerged events. To achieve this goal, the authors

eliminated the distinctive features of each event by

measuring the dissimilarities between the different fea-

ture representations among different events.

— Similarly, inK12,Wu et al. [62] built a hybridmodel to

detect false information. Their proposed method uses

the RCNN model, which is a CNN based model that

uses a recurrent structure as a convolutional layer of

the CNN model. The model uses a recurrent structure

to capture semantic-text features and convNet model

to learn sentiment features. Additionally, a deep bidi-

rectional gated recurrent unit (D-Bi-GRU) is presented

in K7 to automatically detect rumor. The presented

method is based on a feature-selection process to

TABLE 10. Features used in early rumors’ detection studies.

classify rumors and uses forward and backward user

response sequences

— In K16, Ma et al. [42]focus on learning discriminative

features from the non-sequential propagation structure

of the tweets to generate a powerful representation

allowing them to identify rumors. They proposed a

two-recursive neural model based on top-down and

bottom-up tree-structured neural networks to detect

and classify rumors.

b: MAIN FINDINGS

— 4 out of 25 studies proposed models for the detection

of multi-modal fake news. Pre-trained VGG19 neural

networks are used to extract visual features in K10.

InK11, the authors proposed a hybrid model of LSTM

and CNN. First, the model extracts the features from

the tweets without any prior information about the

topic. Then, it classifies the rumor using conversations

and images. The results of the proposed framework

show an accuracy close to 82%. Authors in K18 and

K19 use RNN with an attention mechanism (att-RNN)

to fuse multimodal features.

— In K9, authors argued that stance and rumor detec-

tion should be treated jointly considering the strong

connection between the veracity of the claim and the

stances expressed in the responsive posts. The authors

employ RNN in their proposed framework. Similarly,

in K15, Poddar et al. (2018) proposed a two-step

model. The first step aims to detect the stance of

each tweet by considering time stamp and sequential

conversation structure. The second step predicts the

stances of all tweets in a conversation tree to determine

the veracity of the original rumor.

— In K6, Roy et al. [57] proposed an ensemble-based

architecture for fake news detection. They developed

a model based on CNN and Bi-directional LSTM net-

works (BI-LSTM) to classify rumors. Results of CNN

and BI-LSTM are then transferred to the multi-layered

11The exact numbers are not precise, since the authors use a figure
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perceptronmodel to obtain the final classification. This

model achieves an overall accuracy of 44.87%.

— Past research works have been unable to distin-

guish original posts and retweets for rumor detection.

In K13, Xu et al. (2018) proposed a model named

MNRD that considers three aspects to detect rumors,

namely, original post content, diffusion of retweets,

and user information. This model uses an attention

mechanism to extract informative words and retweets

in the diffusion process.

— In K14, Qian et al. proposed a novel two-level convo-

lutional neural network with a user response generator

to develop an automated model to capture semantic

information from the text at word and sentence lev-

els. In order to generate a response to new articles,

the authors proposed a generative model that is learned

from the historical user responses.

— In K17, a case study is presented to investigate the

influence of the rumor ratio in the training dataset on

the accuracy and performance of RNN based models.

The rumor ratio in the training data must not be too

low since a lack of rumors in the training data leads to

a significant decrease in the performance of models.

— In K24, a method for rumor detection by learning the

continuous representations of posts is detailed. The

authors developed an RNN-based model to learn the

hidden representations that capture the variation of

contextual data of relevant posts between consecutive

timestamps.

VI. CHALLENGES AND OPEN ISSUES

This section addresses the research questions RQ6 and RQ7.

The first question is related to the main challenges of DLwith

rumors’ detection whereas the second question highlights

open issues of DL on rumor detection field.

A. RUMOR DETECTION CHALLENGE

Many challenges face academic researchers when studying

and analyzing the content of social media networks. Due to

the accessibility of data, online citizens used Twitter as a pri-

mary space to publicly express their reactions to news/events

Williams et al. [58]. Accordingly, Twitter has become the

most preferred space where researchers can obtain data for

research purposes. To address research question RQ6, we list

some challenges next that are faced by the researchers when

using social media data.

- Ethical issues: Twitter provides developers as well as

the scientific community with a set of Twitter streaming

Application Programming Interface (APIs), which make the

data more accessible to researchers. However, collecting and

retrieving data without informed consent produces several

ethical issues, especially when the research deals with tweets

on sensitive topics.

- Legal issues: Twitter needs some requirements for pro-

ducing and sharing tweets within a publication. In most cases,

sharing datasets is prohibited since it requires informed con-

sent from Twitter as well as from all of the participants.

- Cost issue: Twitter provides three levels of data access

Williams et al.: (1) a free random 1% with ∼5M tweets

daily; (2) chargeable or free 10%; and (3) 100% to academic

researchers upon request and approval. Twitter provides data

within 7 days according to the topic of interest. Thus, if the

research requires obtaining more historical data, researchers

can purchase data at different costs depending on the query

and time of retrieval.

In addition to the aforementioned issues, there are some

challenges regarding the dataset itself. Since building a rea-

sonable dataset for detecting rumors through social media is

a difficult task, we list below set of issues that researchers can

face:

- Dataset retrieval from the data source: using hashtags

and keywords to obtain tweets related to a specific topic

does not guarantee the retrieval of all related data. In addi-

tion, using different keywords/hashtags to retrieve different

data requires additional preparation and transformation of the

resulting data such as conversion to the appropriate format

and filtering non-relevant data after data retrieval.

-Dataset bias: using keywords-based queries and hashtags

allows obtaining data written only in a specific language.

Thus, datasets are also likely to be limited by the language

that is used to retrieve data.

- Representativeness: user posts are not representative

and the amount of posts depends mainly on the number of

users who participate on social media. It can be the case

that a rumor that spreads throughout a nation’s offline pop-

ulation, but its impact on online social media is negligible

due to the limited number of online users or due to political

restriction.

- Dataset quality issue: the quality of a dataset is mainly

affected by the dataset annotator (person who assesses the

label classes of a dataset) or by enhancing the content of

data. High dataset quality can be obtained by using two ways:

(i) calculating inter-rater agreement where the κ statistic12

can be a helpful technique (Eugenio and Glass [18];

Carletta et al. [10] and (ii) examining properties of text and

authors, where the goal is to detect wither the content is

recognized as spam or not Agichtein et al. [2].

B. FUTURE PATH AND DIRECTIONS

DL is a promising technology that can be used for rumor

detection; however, researchers should be careful in selecting

the appropriate DL architecture. DL models often require

large datasets, which are not publicly available or need special

permission from social media providers. Additionally, for

training the DL, in many cases, there is not a clear method-

ology to understand how many layers should to used and

which architecture is appropriate for the social analysis task.

According to Zubiaga et al. [74], there are four types of rumor

12High κ statistic value denotes that the two annotators can reach a high
level of agreement in identifying rumors (Yang et al. [69]
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classification tasks, namely, rumor detection, rumor tracking,
stance detection, and veracity. The answer to the research

question RQ7 is reported through the following recommen-

dations:

— When working with small datasets, the RNN technique

is not recommended for the early detection task as

it has a bias towards the latest elements of the input

sequence Cao et al. [8].
— DL techniques provide excellent results for not only

rumor detection and tracking, but also for classifying

rumor stance and veracity.

— Stand on individual social-media posts without look-

ing at the use of context and interactions reduces the

accuracy of rumor detection. Thus, further information

extracted from user metadata can help to boost the per-

formance of classifiers. We think that the combination

of other NLP tasks can be useful.

— Most of the research studies use only textual features.

We think that it is worthwhile to employ DL when

dealing with visual formats such as videos and images.

— Since there are a few publicly available datasets,

it would be valuable for the research community if

more researchers share their datasets. This, in partic-

ular, will enable researchers to perform further studies

over different datasets and compare the performances

of their works.

— The researchers are encouraged to clearly specify

tools used in their work as well as the performance

obtained. This will enable the scientific commu-

nity to reproduce the results and facilitate further

extensions.

— As we stated earlier, the dataset is collected based

on keywords used to collect posts associated with

rumors that are known a priori. In most cases, retrieved

data is written only in the language of the exe-

cuted queries. We think that it is worthwhile to look

for rumors written in different languages in future

work.

VII. CONCLUSION

Deep learning (DL) has gained great success in many fields.

Recently, several DL-based methods have been proposed for

rumor detection on social networks. In this paper, a rigorous

systematic literature review (SLR) about these methods has

been conducted using 108 papers that were published from

2015 to 2019. At the final stage, 18 papers that emphasized

the considered field were examined. Specifically, we started

by detailing the main DL methods used in rumor detection.

We provided a detailed comparison of the considered DL

studies based on the method, performance, tool, and archi-

tecture. We also highlighted the principal datasets used by the

research community according to the dataset’s type, source,

and content. Finally, we provided insights into the chal-

lenges and future directions for research on rumor detection

using DL.
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